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Abstract—This contribution presents a fusion method for mul-
tivariate stereo and spectral series with the purpose of obtaining
3D information. The image series are gained using a camera
array with spectral filters. In order to register them, features that
are invariant with respect to the intensity values in the images
are extracted. The fusion approach is region based and uses
characteristics like their size, position and form for registration.
Regions are identified using the watershed transformation. The
fusion problem is modeled by means of energy functionals and
solved by applying a standard minimization algorithm. A gener-
alization of the fusion problem is obtained by connecting it to the
Bayesian fusion framework. An example of a reconstructed scene
is given, showing the potential of the implemented algorithm.
Keywords: Image fusion, Bayesian fusion, multivariate
image series, 3D information

I. INTRODUCTION

In many practical cases of automated visual inspection,
certain scene properties can only be obtained by acquisition
and fusion of multiple images. For example, authentic spectral
information can be obtained by fusing spectral series. Consid-
ering the low price of sensors and the increasing computational
power for image processing, the idea of using camera arrays
instead of a single camera for image acquisition in such cases
is straightforward, see e. g. [1]. To evaluate the potential of
camera arrays, a system consisting of nine cameras of the
same type, arranged in form of a 3 × 3 matrix has been
built, see Figure 1. The cameras have been provided with
interference filters that uniformly sample the visible and near
infrared (NIR) spectrum (400 – 850 nm). The geometrical
arrangement of the filters in the matrix has no basic scientific
importance. However, the probability that the same properties
of the objects (such as texture, shape) are captured through
two filters of neighboring wavelength is high. Therefore, the
geometrical configuration of the filters is such that filters with
neighboring transmission range are placed side by side, see
Figure 4.

The acquired image series are combined stereo and spectral
series; the stereo property is given by the different camera
positions in the array. The scope of the project is a 3D recon-
struction of the scene with additional spectral information for

Figure 1. The camera array in combination with an industrial robot.

each scene point. The present contribution describes the first
step: the 3D reconstruction.

Most algorithms for estimating dense depth maps are based
on evaluating similar structures in the images, such as gray
values or texture. The challenge of the problem in this case
consists in the fact that such structures cannot reliably be
found in the gained image series. The spectral filters cause
objects to appear differently in each image. They take different
gray values or the object structure might disappear, especially
when printed texture is present. Therefore, for identifying
correspondences, features invariant with respect to texture
and gray values are needed. Such features may be based on
homogeneous regions, i. e. regions that have uniform gray
values.

Further on, a region based approach to fuse combined
stereo and spectral series is presented. The notations and
the preprocessing steps are introduced in Section II. For the
image segmentation, the watershed transformation has been
applied under consideration of some additional constraints,
see Section II-C. The actual fusion problem along with its
formulation using energy functionals and the connection to
the Bayesian probability theory is presented in Sections III-A
and III-B. The registered image series are fused successively,
such that all images contribute to the final result. The result
is a depth map that combines the information brought by
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all images in the series. Finally, an example is presented to
illustrate the steps of the algorithm from the acquisition to
the reconstruction of the scene presented in Figure 2, see
Section IV.

Figure 2. Experimental scene: orange and white plush tiger with black stripes
(acquired with an RGB camera).

II. PREPROCESSING STEPS

The acquired data, i. e. the image series, is denoted by B :=
{Bi, i = 1, . . . , n}, where n is the number of images in the
series. The images are considered as functions Bi : R2 → R,
with the gray value Bi(u, v) of the pixel pi = (ui, vi)T in the
i-th image of the series; u and v are the image coordinates.
The image function is also used in a general form with a region
R as a variable, e. g. B(R) is the image signal for an entire
region. Pi is the set of pixels in the i-th image. Generally, the
index indicates which image of the series is referred (e. g. pi

is a pixel in the i-th image).
Further on, the usual preprocessing steps when using cam-

eras for obtaining 3D information are shortly described: cam-
era calibration, image rectification and image segmentation.
The image segmentation step is important in this case due to
the fact that a region based registration is conducted.

A. System Calibration

First, a weak calibration (i. e. estimating the fundamental
matrices) is required for the rectification of the images in the
series, and second, the projection matrices are required for
estimating depth. The estimation of both matrices is done by
using several recordings of a planar chessboard employed as
calibration object.

The fundamental matrix for an image pair can be determined
by using the eight-point-algorithm [2], [3], but also directly
by using the projection matrices [3]: Fji = [ej ]×PjP

+
i with

the epipole e and the projection matrix P . [e]× is the skew-
symmetric matrix of e (see e. g. [3]) and P + is the pseudo-
inverse of P .

The projection matrices are obtained using a standard cal-
ibration algorithm, which has been employed for all cameras
[4]. Once the camera projection matrices are known, it is
straightforward to reconstruct depth from point correspon-
dences. This triangulation problem is equivalent to solving a
system of linear equations [3].

M

pi
pj

Ci Cj

ei ej

π

Fji

Figure 3. Image formation: pi and pj are projections of the same 3D point
M and are therefore corresponding pixels. Mathematically, their relation can
be described with the help of the fundamental matrix Fji. C represents the
camera optical center and e is the epipole.

B. Image Rectification

As a first preprocessing step, the images are rectified by
means of epipolar geometry. For any given pixel pi ∈ Pi, its
corresponding pixel pj ∈ Pj must lie on a certain epipolar
line within the image Bj , see Figure 3. This can be described
mathematically by the fundamental matrix Fji: for a pair
of corresponding pixels pi ↔ pj , the following equation
in homogeneous coordinates is satisfied: pT

j Fjipi = 0. The
epipolar line corresponding to pi in the j-th image is given
by Fjipi. The fundamental matrices are estimated as described
in Section II-A.

For describing corresponding pixels, the standard disparity
notion for stereo image pairs is used. It defines disparity as
a translation of the pixel position. If two pixels correspond
(pi ↔ pj), then for two horizontally rectified images, the
relation between them can be formulated as pi = (ui, vi)T ↔
(ui + αh, vi)T = (uj , vj)T = pj . For two vertically rectified
images, the relation is pi = (ui, vi)T ↔ (ui, vi + αv)T =
(uj , vj)T = pj . αh and αv are the translations in horizontal
and vertical direction, respectively. The notion of disparity and
with it the rectification in both directions are required due to
the matrix form of the camera array, since the images from
cameras situated side by side and from those situated on top
of each other must be fused.

Image rectification in the present case means projecting the
images on a common plane parallel to the line between the
optical centers of the cameras, also called the plane at infinity.
For that, two homographies are computed with the help of the
fundamental matrices between the two images. The resulting
rectified images contain a minimum of distortion [2], [3].

C. Image Segmentation

A good segmentation satisfies three requirements [5]: first,
the segmentation should be disjoint and cover the entire image,
i. e. it should be a partition of the image; second, within each
region, a given homogeneity criterion should be satisfied, and
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third, the homogeneity criterion should not be satisfied in-
between the regions.

There are several algorithms that can be used for image
segmentation [5]; in the present case, the watershed transfor-
mation has been chosen. It segments the images according
to the requirements mentioned above: the segmentation is
implicitly disjoint and complete, the homogeneity criterion,
which requires a uniform gray value, is only satisfied within
the regions. As input, the watershed transformation requires
gradient images. Any gradient operator which weights the
edges according to the steepness of their gradient, e. g. the
Sobel operator [5], can be used.

In order to avoid oversegmentation, the images have been
smoothed using an anisotropic filter, which preserves edges
in the images without loss of sharpness [6]. The parameters
of the watershed transformation are adapted such that the
number and the size of the identified regions in each image
generally correspond. Two problems can intervene: the regions
may be so small that their large number leads locally to
false correspondences (e.g. caused by noise), and a structure
identified as a region in one image may appear segmented in
a large number of regions in another image. In such cases, the
estimation of correspondences is difficult. For that purpose, a
postprocessing step merges too small regions or glues them to
larger existing ones.

An example of segmented images of the series in Figure 4
is presented in Figure 5. The gray values are only used as
labels and have no significance regarding the correspondences
between regions in different images.

III. IMAGE FUSION AND 3D RECONSTRUCTION

The fusion of the combined image series to estimate depth
uses a region based approach. It consists of the following
steps, based on the identification of homogeneous regions,
see Section II-C. Corresponding regions in different images
are identified, and following, disparities of the regions are
evaluated in order to estimate a depth map. The fusion problem
consists mainly in the registration of the images in the series
and in the computation of disparities. Having disparity maps,
the calculation of depth maps is state-of-the-art. For this,
a model based on energy functionals is defined, see Sec-
tion III-A. The fusion problem can be formulated equivalently
by means of Bayesian probability theory, see Section III-B.
The advantage consists in the fact that a multitude of statistical
methods can be applied for the optimization.

For a suitable modeling of the energy functionals, a gener-
alized disparity function is defined:

ϕ : R2 → R, ϕ(pi) = ζ . (1)

The function ϕ assigns each pixel in the images of the series
a label ζ. The labels are defined by computing the positive
disparities for a selected image pair, e. g. the first two cameras.
In this case, the pixels in the first two cameras receive labels
according to the disparity between them. The pixels in the
rest of the cameras receive their labels according to the

correspondences between them and the pixels in the selected
image pair:

p1 ↔ p2 ↔ pi ⇔ ϕ(p1) = ϕ(p2) = ϕ(pi) .

Considering the region based approach, the above function
can also be applied to corresponding regions in the images:
ϕ(Ri) = ζ. Thus, the fusion problem is reduced to finding an
optimal function ϕ.

A. Energy Functionals

The registration of two images Br (reference image) and Bt

(template image) can be defined as the search for a geometrical
transformation frt : R2 → R2, such that the dissimilarity
between the reference image and the transformed template
image frt ◦ Bt is as small as possible [7]. The transfor-
mation frt is related to the generalized disparity function
ϕ. The dissimilarity is measured by a distance function d:
d(Br, frt ◦ Bt) → min.

The general definition of an energy functional is:

E(ϕ, B) =
∑

i

γiEi(ϕ, B) := D(ϕ, B) + βS(ϕ) → min ,

(2)
where γi > 0 and β > 0 are weights. The purpose is to find a
function ϕ such that the energy functional is minimized. The
first term D(ϕ, B) in Equation (2) is the data term, which
ensures the consistency of the result with the measured data,
i. e. the distance function of corresponding features should be
small. The remaining terms, here cumulated in S(ϕ), define
additional constraints, e. g. smoothness. For examples of fusing
image series acquired with a camera array by means of energy
functionals, see [8]–[11].

For the region based registration, Equation (2) is adapted
such that the features compared are regions:

E(ϕ, B) = D(ϕ, B) =∑

(Br,Bt)

∑
R

dm(m(Br(R)), m((frt ◦ Bt)(R))) → min . (3)

The function dm(., .) measures the correspondence between
regions in two images; the smaller the distance, the better
the estimated function ϕ. Summing over all regions in the
images and over all image pairs in the series (Br, Bt) leads
to a complete estimation of the pixel labels over the entire
series. Since the compared regions are homogeneous (see
Section II-C), the smoothness term S(ϕ) can be omitted. The
similarity of the regions is compared using a multidimensional
vector m(.) of invariant features like size, position and shape.

In order to evaluate all invariant features within m(.), which
cannot be compared by using the same metric, the remaining
data term D(ϕ, B) in the energy functional E(ϕ, B) is split
into three components with the respective weights βi ≥ 0:

E(ϕ, B) = D(ϕ, B) :=
βsDs(ϕ, B) + βpDp(ϕ, B) + βcDc(ϕ, B) → min . (4)
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Figure 4. Image series acquired with the camera array. In the upper right corner of each image, the peak wavelength of the spectral filter is indicated.

The first component Ds(ϕ, B) takes care that two correspond-
ing regions have similar sizes A(.):

Ds(ϕ, B) :=
∑

(Br,Bt)

∑

(Rr,Rt)
ϕ(Rr)=ϕ(Rt)

|A(Rr) − A(frt(Rt))| . (5)

The second term Dp(ϕ, B) evaluates the size o(Rr, Rt) of
the overlapping area of corresponding regions in comparison
to their position on the epipolar lines:

Dp(ϕ, B) ∝
∑

(Br,Bt)

∑

(Rr,Rt)
ϕ(Rr)=ϕ(Rt)

f(Rr, frt(Rt))
o(Rr, frt(Rt))

. (6)

Here, the function f(., .) measures the geometrical distance
between two regions with respect to the epipolar lines.

The third term Dc(ϕ, B) evaluates the similarity of the
shapes C(.) of two corresponding regions, e. g. by computing
the correlation:

Dc(ϕ, B) = −
∑

(Br,Bt)

∑

(Rr,Rt)
ϕ(Rr)=ϕ(Rt)

Sim(C(Rr), C(frt(Rt))) .

(7)
Finding a minimal solution for the energy functional defined

in Equation (3) means obtaining an optimal estimation for
the labels defined by ϕ. The minimization of the energy
functionals is performed by means of graph cuts [12].

B. Bayesian Fusion

Bayesian framework has been chosen to model this fusion
task, because it fulfils the three basic requirements for a fusion
methodology [13]:

• Transformation of information stemming from heteroge-
neous sources into a common mathematical description;
this step makes them compatible. Depending on the
abstraction level of the information, this transform can
mean an abstraction (with minimal loss of information)
or a specialization (with minimal generation of artefacts).

• Fusion: superposition of the transformed information.
• Focussing: concentrating the pooled information in order

to derive specific statements for the problem at hand.

Moreover, Bayesian statistics has been developed over a
long time to a very mature methodology that supports a
rich ensemble of methods together with an intuitive inter-
pretation. It is based on a certain admissible interpretation
of Kolmogorov’s axioms of probability theory. Whereas in
classical statistics, probability is interpreted as a properly
defined limit of the frequency of events when an experiment
is repeated infinitely often, the Bayesian point of view allows
interpreting probability also as a degree-of-belief (DoB). This
is a measure for the uncertainty, or to say it conversely,
a probabilistic measure to describe what is known. In the
following, probabilities are always interpreted as DoBs.

Other methodologies, like e. g. Fuzzy theory or Dempster-
Shafer theory [14], do not possess such a lean concept as the
Bayesian approach, where only one single measure DoB is
used to describe uncertainty. From a theoretical point of view,
Occam’s razor should be cited here: “The simplest explanation
is best” [15].

Since within the Bayesian framework the probability mea-
sure is interpreted as a DoB, the fusion result ϕ is seen as a
matter of design and not as the “real” cause of the data B.
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Figure 5. Identified regions in each image of the series in Figure 4. The gray values are used as labels for distinguishing neighboring regions in an image
and have no significance regarding a possible correspondence.

From this perspective, p(ϕ) is no longer only a mathematical
representation of prior knowledge about ϕ, but also describes
the designers wishes concerning an artificial fusion result
ϕ. Analogously, the conditional probability p(B|ϕ) can be
interpreted as the intended dependency between data B and
the fusion result ϕ.

In the case of image series, the information provided by
each image can be sequentially fused by applying the Bayesian
theorem repeatedly. The images, which are taken by different
cameras with statistically independent sensor noise and addi-
tionally by employing spectral filters with disjoint transmission
range, can be modelled as being conditionally independent
given the desired property ϕ of the scene (e. g. the depth or,
in other applications, the visual appearance). That way, a naive
Bayesian fusion can be applied [16]. The posterior probability
at a certain step becomes the prior probability for the next
one:

p(ϕ|B1) ∝ p(B1|ϕ)p(ϕ) ,

p(ϕ|B1, B2) ∝ p(B2|ϕ)p(ϕ|B1) ,

...

p(ϕ|B1, . . . , Bn) ∝ p(Bn|ϕ)p(ϕ|B1, . . . , Bn−1) . (8)

The energy formalism can be directly related to the Bayes’
methodology by means of Gibbs’ densities. The Gibbs’ density

using the global energy defined in Equation (2) is defined by:

π(ϕ, B) :=
1
Z

e−γE(ϕ,B) , γ > 0 (9)

=
1
Z

∏
i

e−γβiEi(ϕ,B) , γ, βi > 0

with the normalization constants Z, γ ensuring that π(ϕ, B)
is a DoB distribution. By means of the exponential function,
the summation of the energy terms turns into a multiplication
of the respective Gibbs’ densities.

Considering that the exponential function is monotonous,
the minimization of E(ϕ, B) and the maximization of the
probability density function p(ϕ, B) are equivalent. Thus,
Equation (9) can be seen as the multiplication of a Likelihood
function and a prior probability density function up to a con-
stant; therefore, the result of minimizing the energy functional
is nothing else then the maximum a posteriori solution [17].

To establish a connection to the Bayes’ formalism, the
Gibbs’ density of Equation (9) can be interpreted as propor-
tional to the posterior distribution of ϕ with given input data
B:

π(ϕ, B) ∝ p(ϕ|B) .

On the other hand, the energy terms form the conditional DoB
distribution p(B|ϕ) and the prior DoB distribution p(ϕ):

p(ϕ|B) ∝ p(B|ϕ) · p(ϕ)

∝
∏

j

e−γβjEj(ϕ,B)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
∝ p(B|ϕ)

·
∏
k

e−γβkEk(ϕ)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
∝ p(ϕ)

, (10)
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where γ, βj , βk > 0, j is the number of data terms, while
k is the number of energy terms defining additional or prior
information. The normalization constant Z plays the role of
p(B) and can be omitted, if only the maximum of p(ϕ|B) and
the corresponding argument ϕ is of interest. The assignment
of the energy terms to the conditional DoB distribution or to
the prior DoB distribution depends on the individual energy
formulation and the arguments of the respective energy terms.
However, since data terms D(ϕ, B) always describe the con-
nection between the input data B and the fusion result ϕ, they
can always be related to conditional DoB distributions. Quality
terms S(ϕ) assess the fusion result and can therefore be read
as prior information inducing a prior DoB distribution.

Note that the transition from (subjectively defined) energy
functionals to Gibbs’ densities is defined arbitrarily. The
problem statement using Equation (10) consists only formally
of probability distributions, which are subject to the underlying
energy formulations. The advantage of the transition, however,
consists in the multitude of methods from statistics (including
Bayesian methods), which are applicable to the optimization
problem.

In this case, the general energy functional Equation (4) can
be transformed into:

p(ϕ|B) ∝ e−βD(ϕ,B) =

e−βsDs(ϕ,B) · e−βpDp(ϕ,B) · e−βcDc(ϕ,B) (11)

Equation (4) has three terms, therefore Equation (11) has
three factors. They all depend on the acquired data B and
on the desired fusion result ϕ, see Equation (5), (6), (7).
From a statistical point of view, these factors can be seen
as the Likelihood function p(B|ϕ). The smoothness term
dropped out in Equation (2) can be interpreted as the prior
probability density function p(ϕ). A prior term is not contained
in Equation (11), since constraints on the fusion result ϕ
are considered implicitly by using region based registration,
i. e. the regions are homogeneous due to the segmentation
approach.

C. Depth estimation

For finding an optimal solution for the energy functional in
Equation (4), a sequential region matching approach is applied.
The first step is to build a matrix of region pairs that are
highly probable to match. This is done by comparing their
size, position and similarity.

The second step is to find the optimal global match of two
images. This implies that each region in the first image should
have exactly one corresponding region in the second image
and vice versa, i. e. exactly one entry in each row and in each
column should be considered for the global solution. This is
done by selecting the entries leading to the minimum sum
of energy components under the constraint given. To ensure
an efficient solution, the implemented algorithm considers for
each region in the first image only the best two matches in the
second image. Having the disparity maps, the computation of
the depth maps is state-of-the-art [8], [18].

Figure 6. Depth map according to the final fusion result of the scene in
Figure 2. Dark gray indicates regions near to the camera, while light gray
indicates regions further away.

IV. RESULTS

The developed algorithm has been tested on different scenes.
An exemplary scene is a white and orange tiger with black
stripes, see Figure 2. From this scene, an image series has
been acquired, Figure 4. The region segmentation result is
presented in Figure 5. Figure 6 presents the estimated depth
map, Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the reconstruction results
without and with texture, respectively.

The image series has been acquired under directional day
light illumination. Therefore, the perspective of the cameras
influences the visibility of certain structures (e. g. occlusions
and shadows thrown from the head of the tiger). Consequently,
the positions and sizes of regions may vary from image to
image.

Due to the spectral filters, a second, more powerful effect
can be observed: certain structures of the scene can only be ob-
served in some images, e. g. the stripes of the tiger (Figure 4).
Since the watershed transformation assesses the steepness of
the gradient, the contrast influences the segmentation result. As
a consequence, the regions formed by the stripes do not have
a faithful equivalent in all other images. It can happen that
parts of the objects in the scene are interpreted as belonging
to the background. As an example, in the first three images in
Figure 4 taken in NIR, head regions are interpreted as part of
the background, see the upper row in Figure 5.

In the segmentation, the effect can be observed in the fact
that not all regions are identified with the same shape and size
in each image. Therefore, certain regions cannot be identified
as corresponding, which leads to incomplete preliminary depth
maps (with missing details). Nevertheless, the fusion of all
images leads to a dense and correct depth map, see Figure 6.
For a better view, the result is also presented as a 2 1

2
D depth

map without and with texture in Figures 7 and 8.
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Figure 7. Reconstruction result according to the depth map in Figure 6.
Dark gray indicates regions near to the camera, while light gray
indicates regions further away.

Figure 8. Reconstruction result with texture according to the depth
map in Figure 6.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The present contribution proposes a method for fusing
combined stereo and spectral series in order to estimate depth.
The main problem is that parts of the scene are mapped
with different gray values in the images of the series due
to the application of spectral filters. Therefore, regions have
been chosen as the invariant element for image registration.
Based on their characteristics (size, position and shape), a
registration and consequently the computation of disparity
maps is accomplished. Due to the spectral properties of the
scene and the shadows thrown, regions may be identified
differently in the images, causing false correspondences. This
effect can be observed in the segmented images. Nevertheless,
by considering all images of the series, a dense and correct
depth map is obtained.

The fusion task has been modeled using energy functionals,
which are connected to the Bayesian fusion framework by
means of Gibbs’ densities. This transition relates the fusion
task to the probability theory, making a multitude of methods
available to solve the fusion task.

A further step in the project is to fuse more depth maps
obtained from different viewing angles. A second step is to
add the fused spectral information to the reconstruction. The
main advantage of such a system is the recovery of both depth
and detailed spectral information by just one acquisition of a
combined image series. Examples of practical applications of
the final system are material classification and color visual
inspection.
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